Abstract: In Electronic Voting System (EVS),
Introduction
Electronic Voting System (EVS) simply means a system where voters can vote electronically which can be of two types -Using the internet (I-voting), Not using the internet (E-voting). This paper consults about the second one using a laptop, a monitor, a USB keyboard & a modem. At first, national ID along with name of all voters of a particular pooling station are stored in an excel file with a serial number. A recent image of each voter is saved in a folder where the name of each image must be the national ID of that voter. MATLAB will read these items automatically [1] . In the beginning of voting, images of all candidates along their symbols are displayed in a figure on the left side of the screen. This figure is displayed until voting is completed. Then the system requests the polling officer to provide a national ID. If the ID is valid, an image of that voter along with name is displayed in a figure on the lower right corner of the screen. This figure is displayed until the voter votes or the voter is identified as invalid. If the national ID is invalid, it is automatically detected by the system. A national ID number can never be used more than once as valid. Voting can be paused whenever necessary. Power failure protection is available i.e., no data will be lost. Another program has to be executed if power failure is taken place. All entries are marked with star (*) sign & so all activities are kept virtually hidden. "Voting stop" option comes only when the voting end time exceeds & half of the total voters vote. The polling officer can continue voting if he does not want to stop voting at that time. The result is password protected & so only the polling officer can access it after voting end. Total voters, number of given voters, names and total votes obtained by all candidates (including "Na-vote(s)" & spoiled vote(s)), a comment about the results, winner image along with mark & images of the system co-developers are shown in a figure throughout the screen The physical set up of EVS is shown in Fig. 1 which is developed depending on the ballot-paper voting system of Bangladesh.
Fig. 1: Physical set up of Electronic Voting System (EVS).
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II. Flow Chart And Working Procedure Of Evs
Fig . 2 shows the flow chart of Electronic Voting System (EVS):
Fig. 2: Flow chart of Electronic Voting System (EVS).
The flow chart of EVS is used for implementing the system using the MATLAB software. The rest portion of this sub-section shows a stepwise description of EVS developed with the MATLAB software along with respective figures. Initially MATLAB will read the contents of the excel file & images of all voters from a specific folder. Then images of all candidates along with their symbols are shown at the left side of the screen [2] . Then a dialogue box appears which requests the polling officer to provide a national ID. The national ID is masked with star (*) sign as shown in Fig. 3 . If the polling officer watches that the voter image matches with the voter, then he should press "y" & then a dialogue box appears for vote reception (voter entry is masked with star (*) sign) as shown in Fig. 7 . If the polling officer watches that the voter image does not match with the voter, then he should press any keys except "y" & then a message is shown on the screen as shown in Fig. 9 . If the polling officer wants to pause vote, he should press "p" & then the execution is paused for a specific time. Then a dialogue box appears which asks the polling officer to pause or resume voting as shown in Fig. 11 . 
III. Results
This process continues until voting end time is reached. When half of the total voters vote & voting end time is reached, a dialogue box appears which asks the polling officer to stop vote or not. The system requests the administrative person to provide current time with specifying am or pm. If it is matched, then a request granted message will be displayed. If the polling officer does not want to stop voting, he should press any key except "t" & then the voting will continue. After stopping voting to view results, a password is required. If the password matches, the results will be displayed along with winner's name, image & their symbol. The results are automatically written in an excel file named "Results.xls" which can be sent to anyone's e-mail address. Email reception & the contents of the excel file named "Result.xls" are shown in Fig. 12 & Fig. 13 respectively. 
IV. Conclusion
The Electronic Voting System (EVS) is developed by considering the problems of ballot-paper voting system & Electronic Voting Machine (EVM). EVS reduces manual labor effectively. Results can be obtained very quickly i.e., vote casting is done automatically. Even though there is a single laptop, any corruptions done by either the pooling officer or the voters can be identified quite easily. The obtained results of a particular pooling station can't be altered since there are multiple copies of the results. In this process, internet connection is must which will bring the overall system in success.
